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Abstract

This paper introduces a new sampling technique called Opposite-Center Learning (OCL) intended for convergence speed-up of meta-heuristic optimization algorithms. It comprises an extension of Opposition-Based Learning (OBL), a simple scheme that manages to boost numerous optimization methods by considering the opposite points of candidate solutions. In contrast to OBL, OCL has a theoretical foundation – the opposite center point is defined as the optimal choice in pair-wise sampling of the search space given a random starting point. A concise analytical background is provided. Computationally the opposite center point is approximated by a lightweight Monte Carlo scheme for arbitrary dimension. Empirical results up to dimension 20 confirm that OCL outperforms OBL and random sampling: the points generated by OCL have shorter expected distances to a uniformly distributed global optimum. To further test its practical performance, OCL is applied to differential evolution (DE). This novel scheme for continuous optimization named Opposite-Center DE (OCDE) employs OCL for population initialization and generation jumping. Numerical experiments on a set of benchmark functions for dimensions 10 and 30 reveal that OCDE on average improves the convergence rates by 38% and 27% compared to the original DE and the Opposition-based DE (ODE), respectively, while remaining fully robust. Most promising are the observations that the accelerations shown by OCDE and OCL increase with problem dimensionality.
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1 Introduction

This paper presents an improvement of Opposition-Based Learning (OBL) aimed at boosting the efficiency of meta-heuristic optimization algorithms. The central idea of OBL, introduced by Tizhoosh [4], is to consider not only the candidate solutions generated by a stochastic iteration scheme, but also their 'opposite solutions' found in the opposite regions of the search space. The OBL method has been
used in many soft computing realms such as Differential Evolution [3], Harmony Search [5], Artificial Neural Network [6] and Particle Swarm Optimization [7]. In optimization problems, the strategy of simultaneously examining a candidate and its opposite solution has the purpose of accelerating the convergence rate towards a globally optimal solution.

To date little effort has been put into developing the theoretical background of OBL [8]. It was proven in [9] that including opposite solutions on average gives shorter expected distances to the global optimum compared to randomly sampled solution pairs. However, the obvious questions whether the opposite point as defined by OBL can be improved or whether it is theoretically the best choice were never posed.

The present study addresses these questions by redefining the opposite point such that the expected distance of the pair consisting of the original candidate and the opposite point to the global optimum is in fact minimized. This results in a new method named Opposite-Center Learning (OCL). This paper provides theoretical and empirical evidence of the positive effects of OCL for continuous optimization problems, since this has been the focus of most OBL applications.

Differential evolution (DE) [2] is a powerful evolutionary algorithm (EA) for solving complex global optimization problems which has abundantly been demonstrated to be efficient and robust and which has been applied to diverse fields such as system identification [12] and antenna design [13]. Among the many proposed improvements to the original DE algorithm is Opposition-based Differential Evolution (ODE) [3], an application of OBL to DE that explores and exploits the opposite points during the DE run. In order to test and showcase the effectiveness of the new Opposite-Center Learning approach in practice, it makes sense to apply it to DE and compare the performance of the resulting algorithm with ODE.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the OCL scheme, analyzes it theoretically and gives the computational recipe. In Section 3 a performance comparison between OCL and OBL is presented up to dimension 20. Next, Section 4 shows how OCL can be implemented to solve continuous optimization problems by applying it to DE, thus establishing the new algorithm: Opposite-Center Differential Evolution (OCDE). The experimental results of testing OCDE against ODE and the original DE on a set of benchmark functions are given in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 contains concluding remarks and an outlook on possible future work.

2 Opposite-Center Learning Methodology

2.1 General definition and one-dimensional case

This study deals with solving continuous global optimization problems. It is assumed here that a unique globally optimal solution exists. Let us start by giving the definition of the opposite point as defined by OBL [4].

**Definition of opposite point according to OBL:** Let $p_0 = (x_{01}, x_{02}, \cdots, x_{0D}) \in \mathbb{R}^D$ be the starting point, with $x_{0i} \in [a_i, b_i] \subset \mathbb{R}, \forall i \in \{1, 2, \cdots, D\}$, where $D$ is the problem dimensionality. Then all coordinates $p_{OBL,i}$ of the opposite point $p_{OBL}$ are defined by

$$p_{OBL,i} = a_i + b_i - x_{0i}. \quad (1)$$

The OBL scheme computes both points and subsequently selects the point with the best fitness value and disposes of the other point. For a minimization problem with a fitness function $F$, therefore, we compute $\min(F(p_0), F(p_{OBL}))$ and the corresponding solution (i.e. the starting point $p_0$ or the opposite point $p_{OBL}$) is returned as output.

The advantage of OBL is derived from the fact that the points generated by OBL have a shorter expected distance towards the global minimum than randomly generated ones. This leads to the question whether the expected distance can be further reduced. This study gives an affirmative answer.
We start by defining an evaluation function that allows analytical assessment of the candidate points.

**Definition of evaluation function** $g(p)$: Let $p_0 \in \mathbb{R}^D$ be a randomly initialized point and $p_s \in \mathbb{R}^D$ be the global optimum. The evaluation function $g(p)$ of candidate point $p \in \mathbb{R}^D$ is defined as

$$g(p) = E(\min\{||p_0 - p_s||, ||p - p_s||\}).$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

or equivalently as

$$g(p) = \int \min\{||p_0 - p_s||, ||p - p_s||\} f(p_s) dp_s.\hspace{1cm} (3)$$

Here $f(p_s)$ is the supposed probability distribution function of $p_s$ and “$||\ldots||$” is a suitable distance metric (in this paper we consider Euclidean and squared distance, but other choices are allowed). This evaluation function measures the expected norm between the optimal point and the point nearest to it. By the logic of this function $g(p)$, Rahnamayan et al. [9] proved that OBL performs better than random sampling under the Euclidean norm if there are global optima that are distributed uniformly. Here, the focal point of our efforts is on finding $p$ such that

$$\bar{p} = \arg\min_p g(p).$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

**Definition of opposite center point** $p_{oc}$: Let $p_0 = (x_{o1}, x_{o2}, \ldots, x_{oD}) \in \mathbb{R}^D$ be the starting point, with $x_{o1}, x_{o2}, \ldots, x_{oD} \in \mathbb{R}$ and let $p_s = (x_{s1}, x_{s2}, \ldots, x_{sD})$ be the global optimal point, with $x_{s1}, x_{s2}, \ldots, x_{sD} \in \mathbb{R}$. Then the opposite center point is defined by

$$p_{oc} = \arg\min_p \int_{p_s \in \mathbb{T}} ||p - p_s|| f(p_s) dp_s,$$

where $\mathbb{T} = \{p_s: ||p_0 - p_s|| > ||p - p_s||\}$. \hspace{1cm} (5)

Applying formula (5) to a one-dimensional problem gives an analytical solution:

$$p_{oc} = \begin{cases} \frac{p_0 + \frac{2b}{3}}{2}, & p_0 \in \left[a, \frac{a+b}{2}\right], \\ \frac{p_0 + \frac{2a}{3}}{2}, & p_0 \in \left[a, \frac{a+b}{2}\right], \end{cases} \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

To illustrate definitions (1) and (5) and solution (6), Figure 1 sketches the geometric construction of the opposite point in OBL and the opposite center point in OCL for dimension one and $f(p_s)$ distributed uniformly.

**Figure 1:** Sketched definition of the opposite center point $p_{oc}$ in one dimension. The opposition-based point $p_{obl}$ and the starting point $p_0$ are also indicated.

If we consider the supposed global optimum distribution $f(p_s)$ as the density of the search space, the opposite center point can be described as the weighted center of the region where all points have shorter distances to it than to the starting point. Different metrics correspond to different kinds of center. For example, if we take the Euclidean norm, then the geometric median is computed. The
squared distance measure corresponds to the center of mass (centroid). The selection of norm or metric will be discussed in the next subsection.

2.2 Computational scheme for higher dimensions

There is no straightforward way of finding the opposite center point deterministically for arbitrary dimension. Therefore an iterative scheme is proposed to approximate the opposite center point in Figure 2.

**Step 1.** Starting point $p_0$ is given

**Step 2.** Take an initial (OBL) guess $p_1$; $i = 1$

**Step 3.** Compute opposite region $T_i$:
- Sample $n$ points $Q_{i,1} = \{q_j | j \in \{1,2,\ldots,n\}\}$ according to the distribution $f(p_0)$;
- Select all points $Q_{i,2} \subseteq Q_{i,1}$ which are closer to $p_i$ than to $p_0$:
  \[Q_{i,2} = \{q_j | q_j \in Q_{i,1} \cap \|q_j - p_i\| < \|q_j - p_0\|\}\]

**Step 4.** Compute the weighted center of region $T_i$:
\[p_{i+1} = (\sum_{q_j \in Q_{i,2}} f(q_j) q_j) / |Q_{i,2}|; \quad i = i + 1\]

**Step 5.** Termination criterion satisfied?
\[\|p_{i+1} - p_i\|_\infty < \sigma\]

Figure 2: Flow chart of the Opposite-Center Learning (OCL) scheme.

In Step 4, function $f(p_0)$ is the supposed distribution of the optimum (the objective function). In case there is no information about the distribution, a uniform distribution can be assumed over the search space.

In simple cases (1D or 2D) the Euclidean norm is a suitable choice for the OCL scheme. However, unfortunately the region center for the Euclidean norm (geometric median) is hard to compute in higher dimensions, even when $f(p_0)$ is a uniform distribution. In contrast, the center of mass (centroid), which corresponds to the squared distance, is computationally cheap and also suitable for Riemannian manifolds, where $f(p_0)$ does not have to be uniform. Despite the simplicity of this metric, though, the computation of the centroid may still be expensive in high dimensional cases. Therefore Step 3 of the scheme (Figure 2) is performed with the Monte Carlo (MC) method to find an approximate centroid.
Experiments shown in Figure 3 indicate that the standard deviation of MC-simulated centroids is \( \sigma \approx 0.3/\sqrt{N} \) in dimensions 5, 10, 20 and 30, with \( N \) the number of MC trials. It is shown that a thousand MC trials generally suffice to attain an error less than 1\% (marked by a green dashed line in Fig. 3) in any dimension up to 30.

![Figure 3: Monte Carlo experiments used in Step 3 in dimensions 5, 10, 20, 30.](image)

For the termination criterion (Step 5 in Figure 2) we consider that iteration can be stopped if \( \|p_{i+1} - p_i\|_\infty < \sigma \). The infinity norm stands for the maximum element in the vector \( p_{i+1} - p_i \). The iterative scheme in Figure 2 produces a series of points that converges to the opposite center point in the limit \( i \to \infty \). Preliminary tests suggest that usually only three to five iterations of the loop in Figure 2 are required to satisfy the termination condition.

To further explain the OCL scheme, Figure 4 illustrates the main working of the scheme in two dimensions (same steps as in Figure 2).

![Figure 4: Illustration of OCL scheme in two dimensions.](image)
3 Numerical experiments: sampling

3.1 Verification in one dimension

The OCL scheme of Section 2 is tested by applying it to a simple sampling problem. We compare OCL with OBL and with random sampling using Euclidean distance and squared distance as metrics and assuming a uniform distribution \( f(\mathbf{p}_n) \) between 0 and 1. The set-up of this experiment is identical to that appearing in [9] for OBL: the locations of the optima are successively fixed at \( [0, 0.01, 0.02, ..., 0.99, 1] \) and for each location \( 10^4 \) point pairs are sampled with each scheme.

Figure 5 compares the different sampling strategies for two metrics. The value on the vertical axis is the expected distance between the optimum and the closer solution of the pair (see Section 2.1); in the left figure the norm is Euclidean and in the right one the measure is the squared distance. The plots of OBL scheme and random scheme in the left figure are the same as in [9].

![Figure 5: Comparison between sampling strategies in one dimension for the Euclidean distance metric (left) and the squared distance metric (right).](image)

From Figure 5 it is clear that the Opposite-Center scheme outperforms the random scheme and the OBL scheme for both metrics. Most significantly, the new scheme yields better results no matter where the optimum is located, except for three points where it is as good as the random scheme (location of optimum at 0.5) and as the OBL scheme (location of optimum near 0 and 1). This means that OCL will beat OBL and random sampling for most non-uniform distributions as well.

3.2 Verification in higher dimensions

Next, the scheme is tested in higher dimensions, again the uniform distribution is assumed and the square of distance is used as metric. For each dimension \( D \), \( 100D \) random samples of optima were taken and for each optimum \( 1000D \) pairs of points were generated by each scheme.

Figure 6 compares the three different schemes in higher dimensions. The left figure shows average values of evaluation function (3) of generated points. It grows almost linearly with dimension for all three schemes, but the Opposite-Center scheme grows nearly twice as slow as the others. Figure 6, right, shows the minimum difference of evaluation values between OCL and the other two schemes, illustrating the super-linear growth of the advantage of OCL with increasing dimensionality. An important result is that OCL always attains smaller expected nearest squared distances than the other two schemes. Thus, it is computationally verified that the Opposite-Center scheme performs better than the random and opposition-based sampling in dimensions up to 20.
4 Application to population-based heuristics

From the definition of OCL it is clear that differentiability and continuity of the objective function are not required. This makes this method very suitable for application to a great variety of heuristic approaches to intractable optimization problems [1]. Opposite-Center Learning can be embedded in population-based stochastic search methods by applying the steps described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 based on [3].

4.1 Population initialization

By utilizing OCL a better initial population can be created: it is spread more evenly over the search space, so that more information is collected. The following steps describe the procedure:

- Step 1: Generate \( n_0 = \frac{N_p}{2} \) random points \( p_i \ (i = 1, 2, \ldots, \frac{N_p}{2}) \), where \( N_p \) is the population size.
- Step 2: For each random point \( p_i \) use the OCL scheme to generate opposite-center points \( p^{OC}_i \ (i = 1, 2, \ldots, \frac{N_p}{2}) \).
- Step 3: Assemble all points \( p_i \) and \( p^{OC}_i \) to create the initial population.

This scheme requires no other property of the fitness function except the prior knowledge of the (approximate) optimum distribution, which may be assumed uniform if it is unknown.

4.2 Generation jumping

The generation jumping scheme takes place after the variation operations in each generation with a probability \( JR \) (i.e. jumping rate) in the following way:

- Step 1: For \( \tau \cdot N_p \) points randomly chosen from the population, apply the OCL scheme to generate \( \tau \cdot N_p \) opposite-center points. Here \( \tau \in (0,1) \) is the exploration rate.
- Step 2: Evaluate fitness of these extra \( \tau \cdot N_p \) opposite-center points.
- Step 3: Select \( N_p \) points out of the total \((1 + \tau) \cdot N_p\) points. This method does not constrain the choice for selection scheme.

The values of \( JR \) and \( \tau \) influence the trade-off between exploration and exploitation.
4.3 Opposite-Center Differential Evolution (OCDE)

Similar to ODE [3], OCL can be applied to differential evolution in two parts: population initialization and generation evolution. It is important to stress that the feasible region where the OCL works changes each generation. Instead of using the original region \([a_i, b_i] \subseteq \mathbb{R}, \forall i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, D\}\), which is used to form the initial population, the OCL scheme operates in adapted regions \([\min g_i, \max g_i] \subseteq \mathbb{R}, \forall i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, D\}\), where \(\min g_i\) and \(\max g_i\) are the minimal and maximal solution values appearing in the population at generation \(g > 1\) and in dimension \(i\).

5 OCDE experiments

5.1 Set-up

A set of benchmark functions listed in Table 1 is used to test the OCDE algorithm outlined in Section 4. The number of function calls \(NFC\) and the success rate are compared in order to investigate convergence speed and effectiveness. The success rate is defined as the percentage of runs in which the value-to-reach \(VTR\) is obtained within the set maximum number of function calls \(NFC_{limit}\). To compare the converge speeds we calculate the speed-ups of OCDE over ODE and DE as the ratios of \(NFC\). Model parameters are the same for all three algorithms and all experiments, these are common values used in the references, as listed below.

- Population size, \(N_p = 10 \cdot D\) [10]
- Differential amplification factor (mutation), \(F = 0.5\) [2]
- Crossover rate, \(CR = 0.9\) [2]
- Jumping rate constant for ODE, \(J_{ODE} = 0.3\) [3]
- Jumping rate constant for OCDE, \(J_{OCDE} = 1/D\)
- Mutation strategy, DE/rand/1/bin [2]
- Limit of NFC, \(NFC_{limit} = 10^6\)
- Value to reach, \(VTR = 10^{-6}\) [11]

In order to maintain a reliable and fair comparison, for all conducted experiments we use an average result of 100 independent runs. Extra fitness evaluations of ODE and OCDE are counted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>name</th>
<th>definition f(x)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sphere</td>
<td>(\sum_{i=1}^{D} x_i^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ackley</td>
<td>(-20 \exp\left(-0.2 \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{D} x_i^2}{D}\right) - \exp\left(\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{D} \cos(2\pi x_i)}{D}\right) + 20 + e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosenbrock</td>
<td>(\sum_{i=1}^{D-1} [100(x_{i+1} - x_i)^2 + (1 - x_i)^2])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rastrigin</td>
<td>(10D + \sum_{i=1}^{D-1} (x_i^2 - 10\cos(2\pi x_i)))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schwefel</td>
<td>(418.9829D + \sum_{i=1}^{D} (x_i\sin(\sqrt{</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Definitions of benchmark functions.
5.2 Results of the experiments

The results are presented in Figure 7 showing the average number of function calls and giving the success rate for the three algorithms on all benchmark functions for dimensions 10 and 30. Equipped with OCL, the convergence speed of OCDE is much higher compared to DE and ODE. In the cases where \( D=10 \), OCL accelerates the convergence speed by 38% on average compared to DE and 27% on average compared to ODE. When \( D=30 \), OCL performs even better by accelerating the convergence speed by 159% compared to DE and 43% compared to ODE on average. This shows that the idea of Opposite-Center Learning can be used in differential evolution to speed up convergence. Similarly to ODE [3], OCDE performs even better in higher dimensions.

Additionally, the acceleration of convergence does not have a negative influence on the success rate; OCDE achieves a competitive average success rate. Further benchmarking will be needed to draw conclusions about the performance of OCDE on more difficult problems.

![Figure 7: Performance comparison between DE, ODE and OCDE. Number of function calls for 5 benchmark functions. Left: dimension=10; Right: dimension=30](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark Function</th>
<th>Success Rate</th>
<th>Speed-up of OCDE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>ODE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sphere</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ackley</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosenbrock</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rastrigin</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Comparison of success rates of Differential Evolution (DE), Opposition-based Differential Evolution (ODE) and Opposite-Center Differential Evolution (OCDE); and the speed-up of OCDE algorithm over DE and ODE for dimensions \( D=10 \) and \( D=30 \).

6 Conclusions and future work

The novel Opposite-Center Learning (OCL) scheme presented in this paper improves convergence of population-based search algorithms by smart pair-wise sampling. Given one candidate solution,
OCL achieves a minimal expected distance to the global optimum by considering a 'mirror solution' in the opposite region of the search subspace. This technique can be seen as an extension of Opposition-Based Learning (OBL) [4], which has been applied successfully to numerous meta-heuristics.

An iterative computational scheme based on the Monte Carlo method is devised to approximate the opposite center point. Sampling experiments verify that OCL beats OBL up to dimension 20 for an assumed uniform distribution of the optimum.

To tackle continuous optimization tasks, OCL was applied to differential evolution (DE), thus introducing Opposite-Center Differential Evolution (OCDE). The comparison between DE, ODE and OCDE on five common benchmark functions shows that OCDE convergence is accelerated by 38% compared to DE and 27% compared to ODE in 10 dimensions. Remarkably, OCDE achieves even higher acceleration rates in dimension 30 (159% speed-up compared to DE and 43% compared to ODE), which suggests that the beneficial effect of OCL could be most profound in higher dimensional problems. Testing OCDE for dimensions 100 and more will be part of future work. It is expected that OCL will be able to accelerate the convergence of many meta-heuristics and hence can take over the role of OBL.

Ongoing work looks into a number of aspects to further test and improve the method. Analytical work should prove that the optimal point of the evaluation function is in fact equal to the opposite center point and that the given scheme always converges to this point. It could also be examined which metric works best within OCL, how to deal with different distributions of optima and if the sampling strategy can be extended from pairs to multiples. Other future work naturally includes the application of OCL to other evolutionary algorithms such as the Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES) and the Estimation of Distribution Algorithm (EDA).
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